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Article 1

POfMS & SID HilS

Sponsored by
The English Department

IN APPRECIATION
We would like to thank our colleagues in the English Department
for their valuable participation in Manuscript Day, the sixth
since 1971. Without their generous help, Manuscript Day simply
would not exist.
Seamus Cooney, Chairman
of Manuscript Day
THE STAFF
Seamus Cooney: Ph.D., Berkeley. Editor of the Complete Poems of
Charles Reznikov (Black Sparrow Press, 1976-77).
Contributor to Contemporary Poets and regular poetry reviewer
for Library Journal.
Stuart Dybek:
and poems.

MFA, Iowa.

He has published hundreds of stories

Arnold Johnston: Ph.D., Delaware. Author of fiction, poetry, and
drama. His play, The Witching Voice, has had several productions.
Ron Spatz: MFA, Iowa. Fiction writer and film maker.
appeared in Fiction, Transatlantic Review, etc.

His work has

Eve Shelnutt: MFA, North Carolina. Poet and fiction writer.
O'Henry Prize winner, she has published widely. Collection of
stories will appear soon.
Patricia Rachal Stallman: MA, Indiana, has contributed poems to
Shenandoah and other journals.
Herbert Scott: MFA, Iowa. He is the author of three books of
poetry. The most recent, Groceries (Pittsburgh), has been
nominated for the Pulitzer Prize.
Nancy Stone: MA, Western. Author of the novel, Whistle ~
Bay, and other distinguished fiction for children.

the

John Woods: MA, Indiana. He is the author of six books of poetry,
the most recent, Striking the Earth (Indiana). He serves as
editor of this year's Calliope.

We sat together at one summer's end
...and talked of poetry.
I said: 'A line will take us hours maybe;
Yet if it does not seem a moment's thought,
Our stitching and unstitching has been naught.
Better go down upon your marrow-bones
and scrub a kitchen pavement, or break stones
like an old pauper, in all kinds of weather;
For to articulate sweet sounds together
Is to work harder than all these, and yet
Be thought an idler by the noisy set
Of bankers, schoolmasters, and clergymen
The martyrs call the world. '
W. B. Yeats, Adam's Curse

It is difficult
to get the news from poems
yet men die miserably every day
for lack
of what is found there.
W. C. Williams,
Asphodel, That Greeny Flower
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Sue Rubin
Grade 12
Interlochen Arts Academy
L. M. Sharp
READING TO RELAX
I settle in a nest of shag,
open Notes to Myself, and read:
"It is beyond my control."
Outside Reina whines,
pounces in the door,
letting it slap its metal frame.
On page 10, I skim the first line:
"Let's pretend I'm God."
Her eyes chasing a rabbit through window,
Reina growls, claws glass.
I glance at "what makes me think,"
and think only of the dog.
I should feed her.
Staring at scrambled black print,
I count and scan pages.

A GIRL
After taking a shower
I stare in the mirror,
admiring my flat stomach
pulled tight at my waist.
Skin lotioned soft,
I button a silk blouse
advertised in Vogue and roll
nylons to muslin skirt
zipped at the small of my back.
In class I slant
my mouth closed in a smile
and open the text, careful
not to hide my breasts.
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Kelly Herman
East Grand Rapids
Will Brenner
BIRTHDAY DINNER WITH DAD IN DETROIT
A misplaced Cinderella, I sit
Perched on the seat of Dad's old Dodge.
Booth for two awaits us at Joe Muer's,
Father shoots rapid-fire obscenities at
his battered car,
then apologizes.
Joe's double-doors swing wide,
we are engulfed in smiles.
"Reservations, booth for two."
"Name, please? Right this way."
Our host seats us with a pasted-on smile.
"Hope you enjoy your dinner."
One Martini, sans-charles Dickens,
One ginger-ale,
two,
three of each.
Briefcase folds away.
Hors d'oeuvres are served,
I smile while Father dumps
cottage cheese in his lap,
slurps minestrone,
mangles his napkin.
Dinner. Hmm ...
My menu camouflages
half the table.
Here in Detroit, Joe's means seafood
so it's lobster for me,
Frog legs for Dad.
Mumbling and munching,
He repeats two-lines about his dinner
while feeding me a leg.
such crass trivia
shouldn't be mentioned
at the table, and I
remove the femur
from my front teeth
as he proposes a toast
to me.
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My ginger ale bubbles dry
around the lump in my throat,
recalling a song he wrote for me.
I risk a glance over the plates.
Pride and memories swell
behind Dad's glasses.
Father-Daughter talks till 4:00 AM
Thunderstorms,
Cranbrook Institute of Science and Art,
working late at the office,
A baseball mitt with a delicate necklace,
Grandma's funeral
Last year's Birthday dinner.
Our waiter returns.
Desert? of course!
Real Creme de menthe parfait,
Bubbly, green, boozey
Coffee with cow and sweets.
Dad says "You'll always know
what you want."
A beaming, balding waiter
returns a receipt
and Dad, like always,
leaves a generous tip.
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Dawn Banghart
Interlochen Arts Academy
Loretta Sharp
AFTER ALL
"I
so
if
on

know how to make this world
peaceful and calm,
I could only get my hands
a hydrogen bomb."
Todd Rundgren
(Taken from the song,
"Heavy Metal Kids")

Maybe hydrogen is the answer.
We die a thousand deaths too often
and cry a thousand tears until
salt rusts and anyway I am
no longer master
of my own life but maybe
a bomb to end all bombs is
what would feed hunger. Tombs
would no longer comb the air
as the earth rolls away
from a God that could be
the sun. At least
that is what people say.
Ross says death is
only a tunnel and that we see
light after and feel nothing.
After the sun explodes
what is left? The sun is
only gas after all.
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Simmie Marie Davis
Battle Creek Central
Mrs. Whitehair
SEZ PLATO
My philosophy teacher told us
That too much truth could destroy
A person, so I thought,
"What would happen
If somebody wuz ta invent a feelin'
A universal feelin', scheduled
To happen to everybody
All at the same time
In the same way?"
I raised my hand and presented
My idea
The teacher said that was hardly conceivable
Pure truth and all
The class turned to me and stared.
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Vince Turcotte
Grade 12
East Grand Rapids
Mr. Brenner
EVERY DAY FOR SIXTEEN YEARS
She came down the stairs at 8:15, sharp.
The once white wooden stairs worn smooth
by sixteen years of clockwork morning walks.
Unlike her face, whose lines grew deeper
with time.
She turned the corner, and her heels clicked
rhythmicly down an empty sidewalk in the
morning sun.
Everything was in place, it always was.
The rusting blue mailbox, guarding the
corner of main and maple. Nate the old
shoeshine, setting up shop. And the statue
of General Lee, leading pigeons into battle.
She breathed an automatic "Mornin' Bill"
to the guard at the door of her bank.
8:30 sharp. Time for work.
She filled her place, counter one, window three.
A slow sigh left her. There were always
50 ones, but they had to be counted anyway.
Old Mrs. Daley was the first customer, cashing
her check the government gave her for living.
She ticked with the clock the rest of the day,
feeling each minute drag across her like
a second hand.
Back home it was dinner. Pork
thursday. An orange Tabby cat
corner. Old issues of Readers
scattered about the room. The
of the icebox and the clicking
only sounds.

and beans on
ate in the
Digest lay
steady drone
of her fork were the

She felt every day for sixteen years was the
same and could never change. she could
not stand anymore.
The empty bottle of pills lay on the floor
next to her. Things had changed.
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Jane McCarthy
Educational Park
Grand Rapids
Sharon Babcock
METERS
My uncle is a sailor
measures
fathoms fathoms
dreams
titanic disasters
My father raises horses
hackney mares
hands tall
dreams
winning derbys
My mother is a housewife
harvests
pounds of sifted flour
frenzied begonias
1/2 cup
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Roberta Kennedy
Grade 11
Interlochen Arts Academy
L. M. Sharp
A LITTER OF HAMSTERS
Eight hairless hamsters
squirm in a nest of cedar chips
in an aquarium. Their mother
stretches in a shaft of afternoon
sun.
Bodies as long and round as the last knuckle
of my littlest finger, each
head vibrates on a bony neck.
Black eyes bulge beneath eyelids
sewn shut with wisps of lashes.
One head shivers up. His ears
lay folded and flat like black
wrinkled leaves just burst from their bud.
His nose probes, stubbly whiskers quiver
like twanged pieces of fine wire.
His jaws open, frozen in a yawn
revealing a faded tongue, soft as wet lint.
Tiny teeth click together.
He totters sideways and the others
tangle over him and sleep.
The mother moves from the sun
and spreads her warm darkness
over the nest.
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Sharon Burrows
Educational Park
Grand Rapids
Sharon Babcock
HAYWIRE HOUSEWIFE
It's your two hour break.
Chucky is asleep. You want
to sit on the sponge cake
and be lazy, but you know
you should mop and wax
the rugs. You decide against
mopping and sit on the cake.
Frosting is caked on your
new overalls so you try to spread
it off. Give up. You want them
clean before baby's lunch time.
Open up the freezer, toss in the
frosted pants and wait.
They're washed now and
you notice german chocolate
on the frozen vegetables. You
You know it really isn't there. Toss
pants in the stove to dry.
Your husband comes home
to find you sleeping on the
kitchen table, with the oil
cloth wrapped around you.
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Pam Bond
Battle Creek Central
Mrs. Whitehair
EASY AUTOBIO
so you and your atheistic vespers alone, alone ...
Easy manque, but this imminent tilt, did Easy flunk?
/

Easy fail?
or win by/on battle grounds of antithesis ...
you typer-n-ribbon shaman;
machinator all out for Easy--Why
make the test the goal?
disparaged?
compared?
dilettante?
no answer, then tell Easy this you you you
will You break bee bread with such an earthbound
gameplayer, that green-n-gray fellmonger;
glitter is only an import-Easy thanks you not for ostentatious cargo ships.
more over more in double standard door
Easy locks and keys lost eyes clutch
the sanity embargo.
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David Alan Payne
Battle Creek Central
Mrs. Whitehair
-Angst on Tiresias ascendingSloughing my skin in moist tongues,
bloody placentas,
i follow my stillborn--over sand that murmurs
secrets to my feet:
"Through this room are my lovers.
They are the succubi.
Troubled, dark and incestuous."
So i trail my pale grey stillborn.
Thinking i will take one in my arms,
and cuddle in some vaulted stone
until the lynx
tortures our night.

*

*

*

*

Can you imagine turning claws against my face?
Tracing words in my cheeks?
I am the spidered lightning.
And i have seen
Tears on the breast of a madman,
Milk on the cheeks of a baby,
A mother scream after a dead dog,
A father slip on the brick streets,
Swans drown in a forest,
Tulips killed by the winter,
Children cut their own bellies,
Old women sell their bodies,
Young women buy plastic erections,
Broken men trade a pocket watch for whiskey,
Healed men kneel at an altar,
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A leg all pale on the roadside,
Ice kill a baby.
I have walked at noon
and felt the sun burn out forever.
I have heard you scream without

*

*

*

crying.

*

Hugging my cold succubus
is the clown.
I am
the stranger, the bleeder-The child of twins.
I would not help to walk with bare clean feet
in a drift of whore's tongues.
We may have bitten

at lady heat.
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Lisa Dice
Grade 11
Interlochen Arts Academy
L. M. Sharp
To Boxer, Fiver, and Hazel
Someone's splitting wood in the snow behind the house.
Strong afternoon light surrounds every tree.
Putting a log in the wood stove
I stoke up the fire and go outside, opening the shed door
to get my bridle.
Three dead rabbits lie stiff
huddled in a heap, limp heads
flung over chests and backs, their hind legs
twisted.
Their pink eyes stare
out of white fur piled like a mound
of grave winter fields, burying my bridle.
The broadaxe swings down, each half of the log
cleaved to ground.
Echoes crack into the open shed door.
The white bark of birch trees stain in crimson dusk
spreading slow and thick
behind the thin forest of the pasture.
I shut the door.
Grabbing a pail of oats
I throw them over the fence.
Three days later
I pluck soft, white hair from my bridle.
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John Jackson
Grade 11
Interlochen Arts Academy
L. M. Sharp
POEM TO MAKE SOMEONE GUILTY BY
I

I wait for you till five
drinking milk
and you don't come.
I drink milk till seven
cup after cup, in a line
from my table, running out the door
like doves on a telephone wire.
The cups pile high
and I build a white
cathedral around me, complete
with a white nave. I drink till
I become very sick
and they have to dig me out
of my crypt with hammers.
They rush me to the hospital
like a bleached whale.
II
You aren't there when I die,
bloated like an inflated
surgical glove. They don't
have to embalm me; I am
like a pre-pressed shirt.
At my funeral, the hearse is
pulled by Guernseys, and milk
cans, filled with milkweed,
surround my coffin. People
cry milk, if they cry at all.
You aren't there to cry.
I just lie there and glow
milk-white, like florescent tubes.
When they bury me, milkweed grows
above my grave. It has gone to seed
when you come and pick it all.
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C. Lynn Baber
Battle Creek Central
Mrs. Whitehair
IN HEAVEN PRESENTLY
I. J. C. was lounging about
Talking to Sylvia Plath again.
"Jews for Jesus" was the topic and
He giggles at it.
I believe she nudged him in the ribs
and let out a horrendous--perhaps
demonic laugh.
She's known for that laugh of her in various
circles.
I'm not sure what else they said
But an old Nazi overheard the entire thing.
II. So here's this Nazi--VonKonigswald--straight
from Vonnegut, chuckling beneath his
helmut.
His hour of shuffleboard is over.
I guess he likes shuffleboard and eavesdropping
better than anything.
Jesus bores him today.
Jesus bored him yesterday as well.
His other friends seem to be very few these days.
Maybe he's a soft-hearted guy,
Maybe he's an ex-father,
Maybe he's a pervet-He's been hanging around that little girl a lot
lately.
III. Outside the big door with a glitter-star
Little Wanda June, also from Vonnegut,
searched on hands and knees for her
shuffleboard disc-Humming a tune, I believe it was a Dylan song.
Over her tiny voice loomed another song behind
the door.
"I'm Nobody's Baby"
That little girl busy with her search didn't
listen for the songstress' identity.
She didn't even hear the plastic pill bottle
drop and bounce-Empty.
And she didn't hear the lady drop on the floor
Behind the door with a glitter-star.
Judy has no place to go now.
She keeps trying, you know.
Wanda June went to look for VonKonigswald.
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Kathi Daley
Grade 10
Parchment High School
Mr. Nevela
THE QUEST
The Baby looked at his parents as they ate their breakfast. "I'm going
to leave," he announced.
"Why?" his mother asked absently, sipping her orange juice.
"I must search for a Name for myself," he replied with a sudden intensity.
His mother chuckled. "Baby," she told him, "there are enough names here
to fill a house! There's no need to go out looking for one. Besides, what
would the neighbors think? Personally, I've always been partial to Scott.
That's a nice name. How about a name like that?"
"Searching," said the grandmother darkly (of course, she always said everything darkly, so no one paid much attention), "always leads the searcher to
find something. Are you prepared for those consequences?"
The Baby raised his tawny head in a noble movement. "Yes," he answered
quietly, his blue eyes shining with courage.
"This is all nonsense and there's been enough of it!" burst out the father.
"I'm going to work now!" He rose and strode from the house angrily, slamming
the door. The mother sighed and began clearing off the table. She and the
grandmother retreated to the kitchen to wash the dishes, leaving The Baby by
himself. The Siamese kitten came in, seating herself across from The Baby.
She observed him without blinking, already appearing at her tender age to
possess great wisdom.
"Kitten, I'm leaving," The Baby informed her, anxious as to what her
opinion was.
"Well, come on then!" Kitten said impatiently. "These things are best
when started early, and I've been waiting all morning!"
The Baby let out a delighted p'ealof laughter. He'd been waiting for someone to say this! In the kitchen, the mother and grandmother smiled as his mirth
reached their ears.
After he had laughed for a bit, a puzzled look appeared on his face. "What
do you mean, 'these things'?"
"Why, a Quest, of course!" Kitten answered, surprised.
"Oh," said The Baby. "Then I suppose we'd better get going." He paused.
"You are coming with me?"
"Of course."
The Baby slid out of his chair. He had been making preparations for a
few days, so he went straight to his room. There he carefully pulled out the
knapsack that held his provisions from behind the toybox. It contained a good
supply of cookies, a canteen filled with grape Kool-Aid, his favorite book
(a dog-eared copy of Horton Hears A Who, by Dr. Suess), and a pink crocheted
blanket that The Baby's mother had-made for him. After checking everything,
he strapped his knapsack on and headed for the front door. He turned to survey
the living room one last time. "This has been a good place," he observed.
On this phrase he planned to make his exit, but on finding that he couldn't
reach the doorknob he decided instead to follow Kitten out the hole that was
cut in the door for her.
Once outside, the two breathed the clean, early morning air. No one
noticed a small toddler dressed in a T-shirt and checkered pants or the kitten
standing beisde him. It was early, the mailman wasn't due for another hour.
Suddenly grinning, The Baby began to walk towards the sidewalk. Once I am
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around the corner, he thought, my journey will have truly begun.
The two travelers followed the sidewalk as it wandered through the suburb,
interrupted only by streets and alleys. Gradually, the city gave way to the
country and the fresh air, faintly scented with honeysuckle, rushed to embrace
them. The warm sun beat down on the fields and meadows, turning them to
emerald and gold. The dusty gravel road rolled out to meet the horizon far
ahead, while the air was alive with the silence of nature; the only silence
that includes the pleasant chirping of birds and the rustling grass, so it is
the most peaceful silence.
"Just out of curiosity," The Baby ventured, "when does The Quest begin?"
"It already has," Kitten informed him.
"Oh, I see. So anything can happen now."
"Exactly."
As they trudged farther, The Baby kept a sharp lookout to see when they
would reach an Adventure. The only thing he saw at first, however, was a large
field with cows in it. I hope that's not our Adventure, he thought. The Baby
was afraid of cows.
Kitten spied the upcoming Adventure before The Baby did, but she kept
quiet about it. A boy sat out near the road at the farmhouse up ahead with a
table spread with objects laying before him. When they came nearer, The Baby
saw a sign that read: Toy Sale.
"Hello!" cried the boy to the two travelers. He had pleasant features
and a merry smile, but something gleamed in his eyes that belied his appearance
of innocence.
"Hello." The Baby replied, cautiously. He was suddenly wary for some odd
reason.
"Welcome to my Toy Sale," the boy said proudly. "My name is Tycoon, and
see all the wonderful treasures I have for you." Tycoon waved his arm to indicate the table. "Would you care to take a look?"
The Baby and Kitten approached the table. All manner of dilapidated
playthings lay there: a train engine with no wheels, a doll without arms, a
watergun with no stopper, and a teddy bear who had lost most of his stuffing,
to name a few.
Over in the corner, something caught The Baby's eye. It was a toy flute,
bright red and shiny. There appeared to be no flaw, but when The Baby looked
closer he could see a crack in it that ran almost the whole length of the flute.
The flute would most certainly not sound right. But The Baby remembered the
music he had heard while in his playpen, and for the first time he felt the
stirrings of Want inside him. If he had that flute, he could play music.
"How much for the flute?" he asked. Tycoon grinned. A sale was in the
air, he could smell it.
"Do you have any Money?" he inquired. The Baby shook his head wonderingly.
Money he hadn't thought of when planning this Search.
"What? No Money!" exclaimed Tycoon, shocked to the core of his greedy
soul. "Why, Money is the foundation of the world! Money rules everything!
How can you travel with no Money? It is the language of every man, no matter
where he lives. Oh, I'm deeply sorry for you. If you deem Money so unimportant as to forget to bring it with you, then your soul must be in sad shape!"
Tycoon sighed with pity for this naive infant.
The Baby had been startled into silence when Tycoon launched into his
tirade, but this last remark stung him.
"My Soul is in fine shape!" he told Tycoon, haughtily. "I have an idea.
How about a trade?"
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"Well. .." Tycoon paused, considering. "Oh, all right, I guess so."
The Baby spread his things before the shrewd businessman, laying them
carefully on the ground. He waited anxiously while the boy inspected all his
possessions.
At last Tycoon looked up. "You may have the flute for the book," he
decided.
The Baby cried out. This was indeed a hard choice! He loved the book,
but desired the flute. Which did he want more? He looked at Kitten.
"Consider," she told him. "You have read the book many times, but you
have never played the flute. The book is a dear friend, but don't you know it
by heart anyway? The story would remain with you even if you didn't have the
words. A flute would satisfy your need for music. It's up to you."
The Baby deliberated. Then he said slowly, "All right, it's a deal."
Tycoon's eyes gleamed. "Good!" he cried. Kitten glanced at The Baby,
and he wasn't sure if she was happy or sad with his choice.
The Baby handed the book to Tycoon and then repacked his knapsack. After
he had tied it on his back, he picked up the flute and began to play. The
music that emerged from the instrument was wondrous. It was a song of early
morning and things just beginning, of hopes sparked anew. It was light and
airy. Tycoon's jaw dropped in amazement at the perfection that came from the
cracked toy. All around the farmyard animals lifted their heads and listened,
enchanted. Two wild mice crept up and sat as if under a spell.
Now the music changed and became a merry tune, one for happy travelers and
good friends. While The Baby blew into the flute he turned and walked back
onto the road, beginning his Journey once more. Kitten followed him, dancing
to the lively song. The animals watched him leave with sadness and longing.
Tycoon stared in awe after him.
"He must have magic," he whispered to himself. Then he looked at the
book in his hands and wondered who had really gotten the better part of the
deal.
The afternoon was just beginning when The Baby and Kitten stopped to rest
and eat. They lunched beside a clear pond, perched on a moss-covered log. The
sun shone down on them warmly, and clouds traveled sluggishly across the sky.
A general feeling of laziness had descended on the world, and The Baby and
Kitten joined in with this by deciding to take a nap. As they drowsed, it
seemed to The Baby that they had all the time in the world. Things had been
like this forever, he reflected, and they always would be. Kitten, however,
knew better. Life was ever-changing, a thing many humans failed to realize.
They often seemed to feel that when they found something they liked it should
remain forever the way it was. But this led to boredom, because a life without variety is not much of a life. Kitten realized she was thinking profound
thoughts and she wanted to continue, but sleep was overpowering her and at last
her heavy lids sank closed.
The two young friends slumbered unhurriedly while the afternoon lazily
made its way toward evening. The Baby awakened first, stretching deliciously
and then sitting up. Seeing Kitten was still asleep, he decided to go for a
walk. He took his flute with him.
Wandering idly through the tall grass in the field, The Baby decided to
head for the small woods that lay ahead. Maybe he would find an Adventure.
If not, there were always many other things to see.
Entering the shaded woods, The Baby felt a sense of gloom. The trees
towered over him, rustling and whispering to the wind as it passed through.
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He walked along the small path that had been forged, his eyes trying to drink
in everything of this new experience. The Baby's face was alight as he beheld
the treasures that the tiny forest held. A squirrel peered down at The Baby
from behind a tree, curiously: a small rabbit scurried away into the bushes;
birds gossiped in chirping voices while their babies complained in loud peeps
that it was time to be fed. The Baby sat down against a tree to observe more.
He was very quiet, because he was trying not to disturb the creatures that
lived here. He became like a statue, and soon the animals forgot he was there.
A few came out to gather food right at his feet, and The Baby was awed. He
smiled.
Suddenly, the mood of the forest changed. The sun passed behind a cloud
and the world seemed dreary and dull. An uneasy stillness came over the woods.
For the first time, The Baby felt Fear. The woods seemed filled with it. And
then came a rustling in the bushes, and The Baby's heart froze as a large,
fierce-looking dog stepped out. Seeing The Baby, he growled menacingly and began to advance. The Baby's throat constricted. He was Alone. There was no
mother to pick him up, no Kitten to tell him what to do. This had never happened to him before!
As the dog came closer, The Baby cast his eyes about for something to stop
it with. A stick lay nearby. Could he reach it and throw it in time? Would
it scare the dog off or only anger him? The Baby was getting desperate when
he chanced to look at his hands and he saw that he held his flute.
Inspiration seized him and he raised it to his lips. Haltingly, he began
to playa song. It was intended to soothe and calm. It drifted across the
path to the dog, and he began to forget his anger as The Baby played on. Soon
he was lost in a dream, remembering younger days when he was a puppy running
free, days before he had a master who beat and kicked him. The dog's hatred
faded away while The Baby used his gift of Music. When at last The Baby stopped
playing, the dog had fallen asleep. Carefully, The Baby stood up and left the
forest.
Once in the field, he began to laugh merrily. He had had an Adventure,
and had had it all by himself! He had faced a ferocious animal and taken care
of it by using his Music. Ahead he saw Kitten, awake now.
"Kitten!" he shouted proudly. "I had another Adventure! There was a big
dog that wanted to hurt me, but I played my flute and he fell asleep!"
Kitten smiled. "Hadn't we better be starting off again?" she asked.
"Oh, yes!" The Baby danced around, packing his knapsack again. While
Kitten followed behind at a more sedate pace, The Baby ran ahead, leaping over
the ditches that lay along the roadside. Joy seemed to well up and bubble over
in him. He had realized, from his Adventure, that even if he was Alone he
could take care of himself. Then he looked back at Kitten. The Baby stopped.
"But it's even better to have a friend!" he told her. Then he ran forward again.
The Baby had just begun to wonder where they would spend the night when
the car came. It was dusk, so the headlights were on and they blinded The
Baby as he turned to look at the car. Then it pulled up beside him and stopped.
A woman with mousy brown hair and rather plain features leaned out the window
and asked, "Where are you going?"
"I'm going to find a Name," The Baby replied.
"Do you have a place to spend the night?" The Baby shook his head. The
woman sat looking at him for a moment. Finally she said, "You may come with
me if you want to."
The Baby hesitated for a second and glanced at Kitten. She sat impassively,
looking at the car.
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"All right," The Baby said, decisively. He and Kitten climbed in.
While they drove down the road, the woman talked to him. Her name was
Mary and she was going home after being away for a while. She told The Baby
that she had had a boy of her own, but she had lost him and her husband in a
car accident a month ago. The Baby felt sorry for Mary because she seemed very
sad. He failed to notice the glances she stole at him while she drove.
She chatted with The Baby, and he told her of his Adventures and the
things he had learned. Outside, the darkness covered everything, the stars and
moon shining like bright jewels on a black velvet sky.
Finally, they arrived at Mary's house. She escorted The Baby and Kitten
into the kitchen, where she fed The Baby some warm broth and gave Kitten a
saucer of milk. The Baby's head began drooping even before he was finished
with his meal. Mary gently took his hand and led him to a room with a small
bed. It had bright yellow wallpaper covered with giraffes, and in the corner
stood a toy chest. Mary tucked The Baby into the bed and softly laid her hand
on his cheek as he drifted into sleep. Tears sprang to her eyes as she recalled
another child who had lain in this bed. He's so much like Eric, she thought to
herself. A longing rose in her as she stroked The Baby's rosy cheek. She
would keep him here and name him Eric. He would be hers and she would have
something to love again.
Yes, she decided. That's what I'll do. And she went out of the room,
closing the door quietly. That night Mary had the first good sleep she had had
since the accident.
Sunbeams that had peeked around the curtain and tickled his face woke The
Baby the next morning. He sat up groggily, for a moment unsure of his surroundings. After a few minutes he remembered he was at Mary's house and it was the
Second Day of his Quest. Oddly enough,> The Baby didn't feel any urge to travel
yet. Maybe he would after breakfast. The Baby looked around for his clothes,
but they were gone. So was his backpack. On the toy chest lay a pair of blue
overalls and a white shirt. The Baby decided to wear those.
After dressing, he tiptoed out of his room and into the kitchen. Mary
was already there, busily fixing eggs and bacon. Kitten was resting in a patch
of sunlight. A trace of milk on her chin told The Baby she had already been
fed.
"Good morning!" Mary exclaimed. When she smiled, her face was transformed,
her plain features becoming radiant.
"Good morning," The Baby replied.
"Sit down," Mary urged. "Have some eggs for breakfast. Would you like
orange juice? The bacon will be done in a minute."
"Yes, please," The Baby answered, climbing into a chair. He attacked his
eggs hungrily.
"Well," Mary said when he was finished. "What do you plan to do today?"
"I'm not quite ready to leave yet. Do you mind?"
"Of course not! You can make yourself right at home!" Mary smiled again.
"Out back there's a swing if you want to go play."
"O.K.!" The Baby cried, heading for the door. He loved to swing! Kitten
followed him.
After she had washed the dishes, Mary came outside and joined them. She
played with The Baby, pushing him on the swing or playing tag or just watching
The Baby. She noticed that The Baby played quite a bit with Kitten, and a
jealousy arose in her. Mary didn't want to share her treasure. He belonged
to her.
She brought up the subject when they were sitting at lunch. "Baby, I've
been thinking," she said. "I have an idea. You can live here with me and
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I'll be your mother. You won't have to go traipsing around looking for a name
because I already know a good one. Eric! I'll call you that, and you can belong to me. But," she paused and looked darkly at the furry animal laying on
the rug, "Kitten will have to go. I don't like cats. We'll get rid of her."
The Baby had listened in silent amazement while Mary spoke. He couldn't
believe it!
"But I'm on a Quest," he told her. "I'm searching. I can't stay, I have
to find a name."
"I told you!" Mary burst out. "You'll be called Eric!"
"I don't want that name!" The Baby shouted back. "Besides, you'd take my
friend, Kitten, away! What would I do without Kitten?" The Baby rose to leave
before she could carry out her threats. Mary grabbed his arm and jerked him
roughly. Kitten snarled and leaped forward, her claws scratching Mary's leg.
"Ouch!" Mary yelled, and kicked Kitten. Her body flew across the kitchen
and fell with a thud by the door.
"Kitten!" called The Baby, struggling to break loose and go to the inert
form. Mary gripped him tightly and dragged him towards the bedroom.
"No!" sobbed The Baby. "Let me go!" Mary flung him on the bed.
"You're going to stay here!" she screamed. "You're mine, Eric!" Her
voice rose hysterically. "Mine!" She ran out and slammed the door, and a few
seconds later The Baby heard the turn of the key in the lock. He was a Prisoner!
"Kitten," The Baby whimpered aloud, picturing the cat lying lifelessly
by the door. What if Kitten was dead? Tears streamed down The Baby's cheeks
as he sobbed heartbrokenly. He wailed into the pillow, his grief and fear overwhelming him.
Mary went into the kitchen and poured herself a drink. She was shaking.
The Baby's cries unnerved her, only making it harder for her to calm down. She
looked at the door and realized Kitten was missing. Good, she thought savagely.
She hoped she'd scared Kitten off for good. Her Eric didn't need any pets. He
had a mother!
Inside the room The Baby lay, remembering how he used to play with Kitten.
She had always been very gentle with him, even when he had been mean without
realizing it. He had stopped crying, and for a few moments he was so wrapped
in thought that he failed to notice the scratching sound. Slowly, it penetrated
his consciousness and he sat up. It came from the window.
The Baby went to the window and looked. "Kitten!" he cried joyfully.
"Hush!" Kitten warned sharply through the screen. "I'm going to help you
escape." She told him what to do. The Baby pushed out the screen and a few
moments later joined his friend outside. He threw his arms around her and
hugged her.
"I love you!" he told her happily. Kitten smiled.
"I know," she replied. "We've got to hurry, though. Here's your backpack.
Mary had put it in the garbage, but I found it."
"Thank you!" The Baby cried. He snatched the backpack and began to run,
Kitten limping behind him. The Baby noticed this and stopped. "Come here," he
said. He picked up Kitten and then began to run again. The stones in the
driveway hurt his feet, but he didn't care. He only wanted to get away.
Inside the house, Mary went to check on The Baby. "Eric!" she cried, seeing
the broken screen. She rushed outside, but The Baby was nowhere in sight. Mary
stood for a while, looking at the woods, then slowly her head bent and she turned
away to enter the house sadly.
In the woods, The Baby and Kitten stopped in a clearing to rest.
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"Kitten, Mary was evil!" The Baby said while lying back in the grass.
"You're wrong, Baby," Kitten disagreed quietly. "She was not truly evil.
Her grief had only led her to extremes. She wanted you to replace her son. No
one that you've met so far was evil. Tycoon was only greedy, and the dog was
only hurt and angry because he was mistreated. And Mary was just lonely."
Kitten paused. "Understanding people fully," she continued, "will help you
understand their behavior."
Kitten and The Baby traveled on the road again once they were far enough
from Mary's house. Kitten's limp was very bad now, so The Baby still carried
her. She was in quite a bit of pain so they stopped to rest often. Kitten
always welcomed the rest because every jiggle sent a dart of agonizing pain
through her leg when The Baby carried her. Once, she asked The Baby if he would
play his flute.
"No, I don't think so, Kitten," The Baby replied after reflecting for a
moment. "I'm really not in the mood for it. I have a lot to think about."
After lunch they walked by a freeway and both travelers were amazed at
the cars that passed by so quickly, roaring loudly.
Although he didn't mention it to Kitten, as the afternoon waned The Baby
became more worried about her. Her leg was sore and inflamed, and she seemed
to have a fever. Now The Baby wished for Money because they could have stopped
at a hotel to spend the night and he could have taken her to a doctor's office.
Kitten couldn't spend a night out in the open, she might die. All these
thoughts were running through The Baby's head as the two stopped to rest again,
late in the afternoon.
"Baby, playa song!" Kitten begged. She had been delirious before, but
appeared quite lucid now although still in considerable pain.
The Baby pulled out his flute. It seemed like an old friend now. He
began to blow, hesitantly at first. The song he played had a question in it.
It took The Baby's fearful thoughts and made them into a tune, one that seemed
to tell the world he was puzzled and wasn't really sure what to do. When the
song was over, The Baby held the flute in his hands and listened. All was
silent for a moment, and then he heard a creaking noise and footsteps.
Around the path came an old man walking beside a horse. The nag was pulling
a cluttered wagon behind her. When The Baby saw his Answer, he looked at his
flute. "I name you 'Magic'!" he whispered, and then put it away. Scooping up
Kitten he turned to face his Answer, surveying it intently.
The old man was bent and withered, with a complexion like gnarled bark.
His eyes, however, peered from beneath his thatch of silver hair with a vibrant
light shining in them. They were the eyes of someone who has seen much trouble
but still maintains a faithful hope.
His horse appeared to be a sad-looking mess of skin and bones that had
been thrown together in the basic form of a horse, with a straw hat clapped on
her head. She trudged forward, steadily pulling the rickety wagon filled with
the wares that proclaimed the old man was a peddler.
"Well, what have we here?" the old man queried, halting at the sight of
the two searchers.
"I am The Baby, and this is Kitten," The Baby answered. "Kitten is hurt
badly. Could you help us, please?"
"Why, surelyt Let me have a look at Kitten. My name is Amos and this is
my horse, Nellie." Amos introduced himself and his companion. "Tell you what.
How about if we build a fire in this clearing and then I'll make some soup.
I'll take a look at Kitten after we build a fire to warm her up."
Amos unhitched Nellie and she wandered off to find her supper. The Baby
put Kitten down with his backpack and covered her with his blanket while he
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helped the kindly old man gather wood. Soon they had a good, warm fire going.
While Amos pitched a large tent and then got his cooking materials together,
The Baby rolled two logs up near the fire for them to sit on. He placed Kitten
on the blanket by his log. Amos put his soup on the fire to begin cooking, and
then turned his attention to the wounded cat. He examined her gently and carefully, prodding here and there. At last he said, "Well, the leg isn't broken,
only badly bruised, which will take a few days to heal. She's running a
slight fever because of the shock."
"Oh, I see," The Baby said relieved. "Thanks, Amos!"
Amos turned to see to his soup. He poured some into bowls for The Baby
and himself, and then gave Kitten some in a saucer. Night had descended now
and the crickets' songs filled the air. Nellie returned and settled near the
wagon.
The warm soup filled The Baby's stomach and he suddenly felt completely
exhausted. Taking him by the hand and picking up Kitten, the old man took
them into the tent and put them in the extra sleeping bag. The two friends
fell asleep immediately.
Awakening early in the morning, The Baby emerged from the
tent like a butterfly from a cocoon. Amos was sitting by the fire with a cup
of black coffee.
"Morning," he greeted the traveler.
"Morning," The Baby replied, trying to act nonchalant.
"Sleep well?"
"Very."
"Have some toast," offered Amos. "It's burnt, but edible."
"Thanks."
After breakfast and cleaning up, The Baby and Amos talked. The Baby told
Amos of his Adventures, and Amos told The Baby about places he had been to and
things he had seen. They broke camp a while later. Kitten and The Baby rode
in the front of the wagon and Amos walked beside Nellie.
During the next few days while Kitten recovered, Amos and The Baby became
good friends. Amos opened a whole new world up to The Baby that he had never
known existed, with his stories of all the places he had been. Amos enjoyed
hearing about The Baby's Quest. Occasionally Kitten would talk with them.
Even after Kitten had fully recovered they remained with Amos and Nellie,
traveling into several other states. The Baby worked with Amos. He was not
aware of the great passage of Time, and he wasn't aware that he was growing
older. Every once in a while, during a quiet moment, he'd be amazed at how
much Time had gone by in so seemingly short a space, but these moments were
few.
One day they came into a large town called Sinclair. "Baby, let's go meet
someone," Amos said impulsively. The Baby followed him to a small white house.
An old woman opened the door and threw her arms around Amos. She was older
than Amos and her face looked like his in a nice sort of way. "Baby, meet my
sister, Millie. Millie, this is The Baby, a new acquaintance of mine."
"How do you do, Baby?" Millie shook his hand.
"How do you do?" The Baby replied politely.
"Well, come in, both of you!" Millie cried. "Can you stay long?" she
inquired of Amos.
"A while."
"Well, then, you can have a bite to eato" She pulled them into her house,
talking and laughing as she did so.
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Once The Baby had thought Amos talked a lot, but Millie chattered on
seemingly unexhausted for the next hour. At the same time she whipped up a
"small" dinner of turkey, dressing, sweet potatoes, cranberry sauce, and a
pumpkin pie. The Baby ate and ate until he felt stuffed, but when he looked at
the table it seemed that he hadn't made a dent at all in the huge quantity of
food.
The three retired to the living room. Amos and Millie spoke quietly over
cups of coffee while The Baby fought to keep his eyes open. At last he gave in
and sleep drifted over him.
He began to dream. In his dream, he was walking along a path. Someone
else was with him, but he wasn't sure who it was.
They walked along the path together. Instead of trees on each side there
were people, all the people The Baby knew. Starting with his mother, father
and grandmother, and then going from Kitten to Mary to Amos. "Nothing lasts
forever," the one who walked with him said. It sounded like Kitten's voice, but
The Baby wasn't sure. Now he could see more figures on the side--Tycoon, the
dog in the woods, Nellie, and Millie. Last of all was his flute, Magic. Magic
began to playa song. Hearing the first few notes, The Baby realized what was
happening. All the people he'd met in his short life were here, and the song
was evoking all his memories.
At home he'd been existing comfortably, no more. When he met Tycoon,
he'd felt Desire, and then he had felt the pain that comes when you give up
something dear. In the woods he had felt Fear, and then Pride because he'd
done something by himself. Mary had shown him what Grief can do. With Amos-for the first time he realized this--he felt True Happiness and a deep Friendship.
Magic played on. The Baby had discerned all these things from the song.
Now he listened more closely and he could hear running through the tune a
thread of sound that stayed continuously. It stood for Kitten, the one who
was always by The Baby's side.
Magic was quiet and the voice beside The Baby spoke again. "Life is a
shifting pattern. Remember that. Your life is a patchwork quilt and there's
always a new square being added. Your Quest is not over yet."
"Baby!" Amos was saying. "Wake up!" He shook The Baby's shoulder.
"Hnnnm?" The Baby mumbled, coming back to reality. He sat up and stretched.
"I had a dream." he began, yawning.
"Tell me later," Amos interrupted. It's getting late and we have to get
back to Nellie. Good-bye, Millie." He turned and kissed his sister.
"Good-bye, Millie, it was nice meeting you. And thank you for the wonderful dinner!" The Baby said. Millie smiled.
"You're welcome, Baby. Good luck in your Quest!" She replied. Amos
took The Baby's hand and they left the house. The Baby walked along with Amos,
humming softly. Something was nagging him, a small thought at the back of his
brain. He concentrated and it came to him.
"Where's Kitten?" he cried.
"I don't know." Amos thought a moment. "Did she come with us to Millie's?"
"I don't remember."
"Well, I'll go back and see. Wait here." Amos dropped The Baby's hand
and started back across the street. Suddenly, The Baby knew what was going to
happen and he opened his mouth to scream. At that instant, a truck roared
around the corner and caught Amos in its headlights. Time froze for what seemed
an eternity, but was only a moment. Then the brakes squealed and the truck
hit Amos.
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"Amos!" The scream that had caught in his throat tore loose in a cry of
anguish as The Baby ran to the form on the pavement. Amos moved slightly and
moaned. Across the street, Millie opened her door and when she saw the scene
she ran forward. The truck driver got out and said, "Oh, God, I didn't even
see him!" The Baby sawall this as he knelt beside his friend, but it seemed
far away. Amos opened his eyes.
"Baby?" he whispered.
"Yes?" The Baby sobbed, tears streaming down his cheeks. He knew Amos
was dying.
"Don't give up. It isn't over yet." Amos squeezed The Baby's hand.
Millie knelt beside them. She was crying, too.
"Amos!" she cried softly. He took his hand from The Baby's and reached
out to touch his sister. Halfway there his hand fell, and The Baby realized
he was dead. He laid his head down. "Amos!" he wailed. Millie put her arm
around The Baby, weeping quietly.
The Baby had no recollection of the next few hours. He felt numb and
cold. Millie was busy taking care of everything. The police came and an ambulance came. Someone was sent to get Nellie and Amos' wagon.
Kitten appeared in the living room while The Baby sat alone, staring at
the wall. "Death touches us all," she said. The Baby remained silent.
"Remember your dream," she reminded him after a time. The Baby stirred. The
dream came back to him.
"Yes," he whispered to himself at last. Amos wasn't completely gone. His
square still lay in The Baby's quilt. The Baby would always have it with him.
The Baby spied his backpack lying on the couch. He pulled out Magic. After
a few moments he began to playa song for Amos.
The music from the cracked flute floated out to Millie and the policemen
in the kitchen. They stopped talking, listening intently. It was a mourning
song, slow and sad. But the current that ran underneath reminded them that
what was gone had once been here and something would always remain in their
hearts. The toy spoke The Baby's grief eloquently. Tears came to Millie's
eyes.
When the song was done, Kitten looked at The Baby. "You are no longer a
Baby," she told him. "You are a Boy, and you will soon find your Name. And
I am a Cat."
The Boy looked at Cat. "We'd better go find the End of the Quest," he
said. They rose and left.
The Boy and Cat had been walking for several days now. They slept in
barns for the first few nights, and when they came nearer to the city they
could usually find an empty shed.
The city was called Utopia, and it was very large. The Boy and Cat stood
on a small hill and surveyed it. It stretched out to the faraway mountains,
and the huge buildings seemed to try to reach the clouds.
"The End of the Quest lies there," The Boy said, pointing to Utopia. The
wind ruffled his hair, a cool breeze that somehow carried the essence of the
city with it.
Cat spoke, and her voice was urgent. "Boy, there comes a time for farewells. Death is one kind of farewell, but there are also others. My farewell
to you is coming soon, so let me speak now.
"I have been your companion throughout this journey. You have grown from
a Baby to a Boy. Continue to add squares through your whole life to your quilt.
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"I love you, Boy, which is why I came along with you. You are my one
true friend, and I thank you for your friendship." Cat ended her speech. The
Boy wiped tears from his eyes.
"Cat, it is I who should thank you. Your friendship is a greater gift than
I deserve!" The Boy hugged her tightly. He straightened up. "Now let's go down
to the city."
They started down the hill. The Boy was amazed as they followed the sidewalks through Utopia. This city was much larger than the one he came from. He
delighted in the noise of the cars, and the crowds of people, and the smells
that came from the shops he passed. Although he'd never been to a circus, he
felt the same kind of excitement watching this show. He would have liked to
stay longer, but Cat pulled at his leg.
The Boy followed her away from the bustle towards the suburbs. They were
like a different world, quiet and peaceful. The calm was broken only by faraway
shouts of playing children, or snatches of song from radios inside the trim
houses. Cat led The Boy onward, until they came to a small park. As it was
late the park was empty, and a silence surrounded it. Only the murmuring of the
trees broke the spell of calm. The Boy took a seat on a swing and sat drinking
everything in. It was one of the few times in his Quest that he had felt a
true Peace. At the back of his mind there was still the restlessness that urged
him on, but for now he was quiet. It was a resting space, and The Boy welcomed
it.
Cat walked over and sat at The Boy's feet. The Boy smiled at her. "Isn't
this beautiful?" he asked softly.
Cat looked up. "Meow," she purred.
"Cat!" The Boy cried. He jumped up. "Cat!"
"Meow."
"Cat, I can't understand you! What's wrong?" he sobbed. "Talk to me,
please!" Cat only purred.
"Oh, Cat!" The Boy sat down in the swing and cried heartbrokenly. "This
must be your farewell. My one true friend," he mourned. "This is harder than
if you had left." As he sat with head bent, Cat meowed plaintively and rubbed
his leg. The Boy looked into her eyes, but they were no longer Cat's eyes.
They were just the eyes of a cat, mysterious and slanted.
"Good-bye, Cat," The Boy whispered. "I'll miss you very much!" His
grief overwhelmed him again, and tears streamed down his cheeks. The sudden
death of Amos hadn't been like this. Cat had warned him, but The Boy still
hadn't been prepared for the loss of her.
After he'd finished weeping, The Boy lifted his head with a decisive air.
He spoke to the cat. "You'll need a name. I think - Amos, for another friend
who is gone. Amos Cat, for the two who meant the most to me and are now both
gone. Cat, your square is the largest in my quilt." The Boy lapsed into silence,
and remained that way while darkness crept up.
"Excuse me," a silvery voice said. The Boy jumped, startled. A girl stood
beside him, with a dog in her arms. The girl was beautiful, black hair curling
riotiously around her oval face, large blue eyes the color of a mountain lake.
Her eyes shone like jewels, catching the light from the street lamp. She
smiled at The Boy.
"Are you all right?" she asked.
"Huh?"
"Are you lost or anything?"
"Oh, no! I'm not lost."
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"Oh, I wondered," she said, sitting in the swing next to him. He couldn't
take his eyes off her. He sat entranced. "It's so late, I thought maybe you
were lost."
"Well, the reason I'm here is because I'm on a Quest," The Boy told her.
"Really? Tell me about it! What kind of Quest?" she asked eagerly. So
The Boy explained to her, starting off briefly. She asked many qustions, and
soon he was telling her of all his Adventures. He told her about Cat, although
it was hard. While he was struggling for words, The Boy looked into her clear
blue eyes. They were full of compassion and shiny with unshed tears. And in
that moment The Boy fell deeply in Love.
When he finished his story, she sat quietly. Then she looked up with a
start. "Oh!" she exclaimed. "Here I am asking you all these questions and I
haven't even introduced myself! My name is Kathleen Morris, but everyone calls
me Kit."
The Boy felt a cold shiver run down his spine. Kit! Could this be a sign?
he wondered. But Kit was talking. He forced himself back into the present.
"Do you have a place to spend the night?" she asked.
"No."
"Well, I'm sure my parents wouldn't mind if you stayed in our guest room.
Come home with me! And we'd better go right now because it's getting very late!"
"All right." The Boy stood up, scooping Amos Cat into his arms. He
followed Kit down the street to a simple white house with green trim.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris were very friendly and welcomed him warmly. Mrs. Morris
piled The BOY's plate high with barbecued chicken and fruit salad, thinking he
looked hungry. She also provided a saucer of milk for Amos Cat. The Boy finally finished all the food Mrs. Morris had urged on him, and suddenly he felt
completely exhausted. His eyelids felt like lead, and his head drooped so far
forward it was in danger of hitting the table. Mr. Morris carried him into
bed, and The Boy was asleep before his head was on the pillow.
He awakened early, completely refreshed. He dressed hurriedly, the delicious smells of bacon and eggs floating into the room tantalizingly. Kit was
already up. "Good morning!" she welcomed him cheerfully.
"Good morning!" he replied, his eyes growing wide at the huge quantities
of food Mrs. Morris heaped onto his plate. He devoted all his concentration to
eating every bite. Kit finished her breakfast and sat waiting for The Boy
silently. When he was done, he looked up and she smiled at him. A thrill went
through him.
"Would you like to go to the park?" she inquired.
"All right," he decided. "Wait a minute, I want to get something." The
Boy ran to his room and pulled Magic from his knapsack. He also looked for
Amos Cat, but she was gone. When he returned Kit was holding her dog. He
noticed now it was a small Beagle.
"This is Muffin," Kit told him.
They walked leisurely to the park, not conversing, listening to the early
morning sounds. The air had just a hint of chilliness in the air, but the sun
was warm and the sky was a rich blue. The park shone green, the color of living
things and therefore good.
Kit and The Boy played on the swings and the slide, talking and laughing
together like old friends. To The Boy, the whole world seemed bright because
he was in Love. He was happy just to be sitting by Kit. He felt completely
at ease in her presence. They seemed to have known each other for a long time,
and at the same time seemed to have just met.
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They sat at the sandbox, resting a moment, when The Boy suddenly felt a
feeling of pure joy and elation rising in him. He pulled Magic from his pocket
and began to play.
The pure notes spilled out into the crystal air. The other children in the
park halted and stood as if under a spell. Kit's face was filled with awe and
wonder. It was undoubtedly his finest song. The music trilled lightly, weaving
the tune to make the sound of happiness. Abruptly, song changed and everyone
felt an aching loss. They were filled with sadness. But the joyful tune returned
again. It was a song of Life.
When The Boy finally lowered the cracked toy that made such beautiful sounds
from his lips, a hush fell over the air. As he looked around in amazement, he
saw that people had emerged from their houses and cars had even stopped on the
street to hear his song. All of them were smiling. The music had renewed them.
For just an instant, the quiet hovered in the air, and then all the people
cheered and applauded. As the people turned to leave, the tune still lay in
their hearts and it brightened the day of all who had heard it.
"That was wonderful," Kit whispered to The Boy, feeling somehow that anything she could say would be inadequate.
"It was for you," he told her proudly. "Well, it was for a few others, too,
but it was inspired by you."
"Thank you!" she cried, overcome at the thought that the magnificent music
had been inspired by her. After a few moments she came back to reality, and
she and The Boy ran to play on the merry-go-round. They played for the rest of
the morning, until The Boy began to feel hungry.
"Let's go home for lunch now," he suggested.
"All right," Kit replied. "I'll get Muffin. Here, Muffin!" she called.
The dog had been sitting by the merry-go-round just a moment ago. "Muffin!"
she called again. "Please help me find him!" The Boy went over by the slide.
"Muffin?" He looked underneath the slide. The dog wasn't there. He
went to the sandbox by the street. He was just about to turn back when Kit
screamed.
"Muffin!" It was a cry of deep fear and panic. The Boy turned and saw
Muffin trotting across the street, with a car heading straight for him! Without thinking, The Boy leaped into the street. Running to the dog, he pushed
Muffin out of the way just as the car hit. The Boy felt a pain in his side and
then everything was black.
He was floating. Ahead of him a light was shining. A voice spoke and
The Boy smiled, for it sounded like Cat's voice.
"Not time yet," the voice said. "You won't die yet, because you loved the
girl enough to die before you had a Name. Love is what lies in the sewing of
the quilt. Go back and finish your Quest."
The Boy opened his eyes, for a moment unsure of his surroundings. Then he
realized he was in a hospital bed. Mr. and Mrs. Morris and Kit stood beside
the bed. Kit smiled and leaned toward him.
"You saved Muffin!" she told him. "You're a hero!"
The Boy knew suddenly what his name would be. His Quest was ended. The
Search was over. He had a name!
Hero smiled.
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THE SNAPSHOT
We shuffled down the street, a tunnel of kaleidoscope colors winking at
us from above, and a crackling sea of castaways rolling away in waves at our
feet. Behind us, the rusty rakes we dragged scattered any dallying leaves and
left a wake of scraped gray pavement. Anticipation came in swells, choking us
and making us gasp with excitement. The sharp autumn wind slapped at our
cheeks and tweeked the ends of our noses, leaving them red and numb. But we
wasted no thought on the tingling chill because there before us, looming up in
clouds of gold, lay our destination. A grand palace of a house to be sure,
attended by maple tree lackeys bedecked in glittering yellow sequins that
popped off and floated to the ground. Assuming the proper degree of awe, we
scuffed up the steps and knocked timidly at the door. It fell away, or seemed
to, revealing, to our great disappointment, only an old lady.
"Hi, want your yard raked?"
"For fifty cents?" Carol piped in hopefully.
Nodding and chuckling softly, the old lady waved a trembling hand and
shooed us to work. Oh, what bliss we experienced, gathering up mounds and
mounds of yellow leaves. Like diligent beavers we dammed up the yard, leaving
emerald green patches of grass in odd places.
Soon, despite the cold, little beads of sweat dripped down my nose. I
decided our piles were high enough, and winking at Carol, I threw down my rake
and sprinted across the yard. Carol ran to the opposite side, and with a
jubilant shout we both charged and dove head-first into the pile, sending
leaves splattering into the air to drift down once again. Giggling helplessly,
I dug a trench in our mountain and Carol came up behind me and pushed me in.
Together we lay on our backs and covered up again. The curled edges of leaves
tickled my ears and their strong smell bombarded my nose. Bayonet leaves
sliced into a patch of hard blue sky above me, cutting its clear perfection.
Looking at that ragged tear in the sky, I saw the place where reality ends and
dreams begin. My heart lifted; a sigh escaped, rising up and up toward the
rip. Reaching over, I clasped Carol's hand, closed my eyes, and soaked in the
warmth of the leafy haven that protected us from autumn's chill winds.
Somewhere above us, we heard a timid knock rattling dully on a windowpane.
Opening my eyes, I looked up to see the old lady smiling wrinkles at me, and
jerking a withered hand toward the inside of the house. I elbowed Carol, who.
squealing like an injured puppy, scampered up behind me and followed as I made
for the front steps. Self-conscious, I plucked a few persistent leaves from
my sweater, and as they gave up and floated helplessly to the ground. the
front door opened.
"You girls have worked hard. how would you like some cookies and milk?"
the old lady rasped. We hesitated.
"They're peanut butter."
The magic word! We eagerly nosed our way to the kitchen where the rich
smell of peanut butter hung in the air. Leaning heavily on her cane. the old
lady hobbled over to the stove, while we plopped ourselves down in chairs at a
small oak table. The warmth from the kitchen flushed our faces in red
blotches. and a brown crumpled leaf fell onto the table from Carol's snarled
hair. The old woman placed warm cookies before us and poured icy white milk
into two gold-tinted glasses.
"Eat, eat!" she urged, as she slowly lowered herself into a chair across
from us, her arms wavering slightly. While we gobbled away she watched us,
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absent-mindedly flicking invisible specks from the sleeve of her housedress
and smiling. Finally she spoke.
"I'd like to show you some pictures," she said and gathered her strength
to stand. To save her the trouble of getting up and sitting down again, I
quickly offered to get whatever she wanted. Following her unsteady hand I saw
a faded red photo album lying half-opened on the corner of a pudgy, brown
chest in the next room. I went over and picked it up. "This?" I asked. She
nodded, and I brought it to her. For several minutes she slowly, painstakingly thumbed through the pages, her snowy eyebrows puckered in concentration.
Waiting, Carol shifted impatiently on her chair and I began to feel a bit
restless myself, when finally the old woman stopped and sighed with satisfaction.
"This ...and this." She pointed out to us pictures of two smiling girls
standing in front of a large house, arms around each other's shoulders, rakes
in their free hands.
"That's me with a girl friend when I was about your age. It was an
autumn day like today, and we were out raking just as you two are. Ah, what
fun we had." She was no longer looking at the page; her white head tilted,
eyelids shut, fluttering slightly, she seemed to smile at something we
couldn't see. We stood up, and softly saying our good-byes, we tiptoed out,
gently closing the front door behind us. Just as we stepped onto the porch a
cold blast of air hit us with rejuvenating force and stirred us back to life.
Running down the steps, we grabbed our rakes and trotted off down the street.
As we rounded the corner the beep of a horn made us turn. We waved to my
mother as she drove by in the station wagon. In the back seat of the car a
mountain of grocery bags teetered dangerously, threatening to topple over.
With a frenzied smile for us, my mom drove on. We quickened our pace, the
rakes screaming their abuse on the cement. Enraged leaves hissed angrily as
they were caught and dragged mercilessly down the street. We reached the
house just as my mother stepped out of the car and leaned exhaustedly against
the side.
"Would you girls please give me a hand?" she entreated.
"Sure," we said in unison, and dropping our rakes we grabbed a couple of
bags.
"Careful of the eggs!" my mother pleaded and, nervously, she followed us
in. Carol heaved her bag onto the counter, sighing with relief, and I slid
mine next to hers. For a minute we stood there gasping for breath.
"Well, what were you two up to today?" my mother asked, as she reached
for the teakettle and filled it with water at the sink.
"We raked leaves at the corner," I began.
"There were thousands of them!" Carol exclaimed.
"Millions!" I added.
"Trillions!" Carol shouted, and we both burst into giggles.
"You should've seen 'em, Mom. Mountains of yellow leaves! And Carol,
the fink, pushed me in while I was digging a hole in a huge pile," I said
giving Carol a little pinch in the arm.
"Oww!" she squealed, and we began giggling again.
As my mother watched us she smiled fondly. Suddenly she held up her
hand.
"I just remembered I have my camera in the car. Come on outside. I want
to get a picture of you two."
Somewhat limp, we dragged ourselves outside, grabbed up our rakes again,
and posed in front of the house. Waiting for my mom to get the camera I
thought about the day: of the leaves, the sky, autumn, the old lady, peanut
butter cookies, and friendship. I wanted to save it all, just as it was.
And I knew just what to do.
"Mom!" I called. "Take two."
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A Day in the Life
For J. Shlep, garbage magnate, it was a day much like any other day. The
atmosphere of his office was a blend of energy, boredom, and acrid smelling
orange peels, with just a hint of rancid fat. These two were last because of
Shlep's policy of identifying with his workers. It was at this precise moment
that Sylvester O. Sylvester, vice president in charge of sales, entered. "Say,
J. S., aren't you carrying this company policy a little too far?" he calmly
intoned, slipping on a banana peel and severing his spinal column.
"Tell me you're joking, boy!" he yelled, laughing hysterically and holding his desk while watching the ambulance driver carry his subordinate away.
J. Shlep was proud of his desk--it had been custom demolished by an axe
wielding maniac, namely, his wife.
The clock struck twelve. J. Shlep arose from a short nap, feeling fresh
and decomposed. Time for a board meeting, he thought. He got off the orange
crate he was sitting on and slapped the sides hard. The boards met. He
smiled to himself. Think big and you'll be big. Shlep pondered deep mysteries, the meaning of life, the world of the future, and the tying of his
right shoelace, a puzzle that had often eluded him.
Yes, J. Shlep felt philosophical today. He took a deep breath, letting
the fresh spring air flow into his lungs. Unfortunately for him, the air
conditioner chose this moment to have a service lapse, and his office was
engulfed in a sea of smog that permeates the New York sky at this time of the
year. Yet, in the midst of the darkness, there was light. This was mainly
because Shlep had attempted to ignite a stale cigar, but instead was faced
with a flaming proboscis. Deterred, you ask? Shlep merely smoked his nose.
The story that had started on such a high note was, perhaps, predestined
to end in agony and defeat. That night at five o'clock, Shlep withdrew from
his desk drawer a silver pistol, and placed it in close proximity to his
skull. All of his earlier dreams had been shattered. This was it. He pulled
the trigger and lit a winchester cigar. Poor Shlep had resigned himself to
the fact that he was rich, and therefore could not afford to be amusing or
eccentric, merely mediocre.
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FAREWELL
"Are you sure this is what you want to do?1IDad asked anxiously, his eyes
warm and searching.
IIThisis the only way I can say goodbye,1I I half smiled and swung the car
door open. I slid out and slammed the door. As the car rolled away, I felt
helplessly abandoned; I wanted to run after Dad and crawl back into security.
But instead I turned, crossed the road and started down the fifty-foot stairway to the beach. At the bottom, my sandals hit the sand and I abandoned
them. I felt like a corked thermos, filled with carbonated pop. If only I
could cry. My childhood wounds always used to disappear with one long tearful
bout.
I had always found the beach a place of solace; but this time was different. I knelt in the sand, scooping large handfuls and sifting it through my
fingers with hourglass simplicity. I felt hollow inside, my emotions rattling
within me.
Aunt Edith was still alive on this beach, along with my memories of that
July 4th three years ago. The day-long celebration had been topped by a campfire on this beach, to watch the fireworks over the harbor. As the grand
finale exploded and fizzled into the harbor water, the crowd began to disperse.
Aunt Edith and I lingered near the glowing campfire, gazing at the stars.
Silence hung like a comfortable old friend as our private thoughts held the
moment.
"Whoya thinking about?1I Aunt Edith grinned, catching me starry-eyed.
"Oh, no one," I fibbed, staring closely at the fire.
"He must be pretty special,1I she mused, guessing my secret.
1I0h,he's just so cute!" I turned to her. IIAndhe seems so sweet, not
stuck-up."
"Does he like yoU?1I
"He doesn't even know I exist; he's first-string linebacker on the football team and he's going with a cheerleader."
I felt her arm rest on my shoulder.
IILifeis sometimes difficult to understand, Little Lady. Maybe someday
he'll notice you. If not, don't worry, there are plenty more boys in this
world. You'll have lots more dreams in your lifetime."
"Did you ever dream about things?"
"Oh, yes, ...so many times," she whispered reminiscently, hugging her
knees up under her chin.
"Did any of them ever come true?"
She looked down into my eyes and smiled, her shoulder touching mine.
"Lots of them."
IIThat's the way life is?"
"Yep."
We smothered the campfire with sand and started across the beach toward
home.
Home? How could the place be home now with Aunt Edith gone?
Walking over to the large swingset, I mounted a skinny board, pushed off,
and pumped hard to get off the ground. The wind cooled my cheeks. I
straightened my body back and let my long hair rake the warm sand; my feet
blocked the dismal, waning moon. Reaching the top of one swing, I loosened my
grip on the chains and jumped, landing hard on my hands and knees in the sand.
The grit stung my bare skin, and I walked to the water's edge and splashed icy
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cold water on my wounds. The lake, the sand, the moon, the stars waited.
I returned to Aunt Edith's hotel in my imagination to put my world back
together. Squeezing my eyes shut, I placed myself in the familiar four poster
brass bed snuggled under a handmade, patchwork quilt at the Nettleton. Though
once a turn-of-the-century boarding house, it now belonged to the Anderson's,
lifelong friends of my family. We had spent so many summers here, the hotel
was like another home.
From the second floor window, I could see a splash of bright blue rlslng
out to the horizon, Lake Superior, three blocks down the street. The North
country breeze whistled through the window, chilling me. Wrapping myself in a
fuzzy white robe, I turned and stepped like a quick white rabbit into the long
hallway to the first floor. I played hop-scotch to miss the cracks in the
floor, and reaching the stairs, tip-toed until I reached the bathroom door at
the bottom of the winding staircase. Water running behind the closed door told
me I wasn't the first person awake.
I peeked around the corner into the lobby and started a hot-footed pursuit of the tempting odors. Entering the dining room from the lobby, I could
see Aunt Edith in the kitchen, standing over the old No.5, the wood burning
stove. She stood cooking breakfast, as she had done every morning for her
guests, her tinted blond curls still rumpled from sleep, her middle-aged figure wrapped in a quilted cotton bathrobe to hold in sleep's sweet warmth.
She turned to greet me, "Good morning, Little Lady."
If I could only have those moments again.
Eluding busy clouds, the moon rose in the silver-gray sky like an opaque
fifty-cent piece. I traced her name in the sand; my finger trembled at the
sight. I settled back to Aunt Edith in the kitchen, which she had taught me
to love as much as she did. The Nettleton was where I had my first taste at
old-fashioned cooking.
Aunt Edie loved to do things on the spur of the moment, often late at
night. Once at 9:30 we started baking bread. We kneaded the sticky dough,
her arthritic hands working one side and my playful ones the other. We
laughed and kidded as we set the bread to bake and began the dishes in the
sweaty kitchen.
"Remember, if this bread is lopsided, it's not my fault; after all, I
don't know how to bake," I teased.
"But you have to eat it anyhow, Little Lady," Aunt Edie laughed.
While the bread baked, we sat in the parlor, where Aunt Edie tried to
teach me to crochet. We started with the chain stitch, my fingers feeling
like broomsticks as she helped me move the hook around the yarn. She never
became impatient with my left-handed awkwardness.
I finally laughed so hard at my own mistakes, I asked to try my luck at a
game of rummy.
"I think the bread is almost done," Aunt Edie excused me from a sure
beating.
But there would be no other lessons, no comfortable sharing; the lake
swirled over her name, leaving the spot blank before me.
How many times had I made the long trip to Grand Marais from home, curled
up against my makeshift pillow in my favorite seat, gazing at the cotton-ball
clouds and dreaming. The trip this night had been quiet and uneventful as
though Mom, Dad, and I were savoring our anticipated arrival at Grand Marais
and the Nettleton Hotel. How could we have known what lay just ahead.
"Mary, we're almost there!" Mother's voice had drained sleep from my
mind and filled the gap with realization. I felt the car turn sharply left
and saw the blinking yellow stoplight which marked the edge of the county
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Five miles to go.
"Are you going to get up or are we going to leave you in the car?"
Mother brought me back to the real world again. I gazed out the window at my
paradise. The handsome building stood ample and white, accented by green
shutters and a blue-grey porch, sticking out like a welcome. A spiny picket
fence protected the grounds of the aging building and meekly encompassed the
untamed rose garden which perfumed the air each summer. A hand-carved flag
post stood patriotically at the entrance of the garden. The yellow porch
light, "the beacon," which Aunt Edie usually lit for expected guests, was
strangely dark.
"Maybe the bulb burned out or maybe Edith forgot to put it on," Mother
mocked my anxious question. I crawled out of the car and bounded up on the
creaking wooden porch, feeling it sag under my weight. Peeling paint drew my
attention to another strangeness. The black "Welcome" mat at the door wasn't
out. I missed that rubberized yellow-orange sunrise bursting over the commercial mountains, the "w" in welcome missing, stomped off by muddy feet.
"Hello, it's us," Mother called, and I heard her voice echo off the
wicker chairs and steel grey safe and shuttle through the sliding doors to the
dining room.
"Come in," a voice from deep inside mixed with the echo.
I yanked the screen door open and heard the injured squeal of the warped
wooden door on the cracked, yellow linoleum. Follow-the-leader, we trailed
into the lobby. An odor of perking coffee greeted us; our mouths watered in
expectation of bran muffins.
"Hot chocolate!" I whispered, anticipating Aunt Edith's special welcoming
drink for me. We entered the dining room and suddenly noticed the quiet and
calm. Barb, the Anderson daughter, stood over a bassinet in the corner,
changing Jason, her son. Somberly Mike, her husband, rose to meet us, his
eyes strained and bloodshot.
The mood was uncomfortable until Dad broke the awkward silence. "Where
are your folks?" he questioned.
"I saw the lights on at church when we went by. Are they down for their
weekly bingo game?" Mother quizzed, smiling.
Barb fastened the last safety pin on Jason's fresh diaper and picked him
up, slinging him across her shoulder. She turned to us, her round blue eyes
brimming with tears.
"Dad is lying down ...We have some bad news," her voice cracked as she
visibly struggled to hold back tears. "Mom died this morning."
Reality blurred; the room seemed to move under my feet. "Oh, my God!" I
murmured. Mom and Dad exchanged stunned looks.
"Oh, Barb! I'm so sorry," we said in almost practiced harmony.
"We got in late last night and Dad said Mom wasn't feeling well and he
didn't want to wake her because she had just drifted off to sleep. She had
been down with the flu," Barb had now regained her control. "This morning Dad
woke me and said he couldn't rouse Mom. I came down and realized she was in a
coma and called the ambulance, but she never regained consciousness at the
hospital."
Mother reached for Barb; the baby nestled sleepily between them.
"Look, Barb, we'll find a place to stay. Mary, do you want to come with
me?" my father gestured to the hall door.
"You can stay here over night. We don't have to leave for Detroit until
tomorrow morning," Barb objected.
"No," Dad said firmly, then turned to Mom. "You stay and see if you can
be of any help; we'll be back."
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We turned and stumbled through the same warm lobby we had entered only
minutes before. The damp, ghostly chill hung along the porch and driveway. I
clung closely to my Dad, fearing separation from my stable world. We each
crawled into our own side of the car in regimental order. The dashboard's
eerie light gave the car a phantom glow. Silence hung like a cloud of smoke.
The car hummed and rolled down the gravel road until it bounced to a stop at
the corner.
"Dad, can you get the motel alone?" my voice cut the fog like the bright
headligh ts .
"Sure, why?"
"I'd like to take a walk down on the beach, can I?"
"How about if I drop you off here and I'll pick you up here when I'm
through. I'll toot for you," he said gently touching my hand to comfort.
The lake lapped at my feet, innocent of my loneliness. And I knew I must
return to the reality of loss.
A familiar horn greeted my return along the tide-dampened path; I turned
and slowly climbed the steps, the warm, dry sand sticking to my moist feet. I
tried to scrape it off on each step as though to clean the present away. At
the top I turned around to glance back once more. Where I had walked, leaving
footprints, the sand was not washed clear again by the incoming tide. My
footprints were merely sweet memories ...as was Aunt Edith now. "Life is sometimes difficult to understand, Little Lady." I turned back, crossed the road,
and opened the car door.
"Hi," Dad whispered.
"Did you get a motel?"
"Yes."
"Good," I sighed and crawled in next to him. I slid closer and wrapped
my bare arms around his strong right arm. Laying my head on his shoulder, I
let the tears come.
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MIDNIGHT ON HARBOR STREET
Midnight.
Translucent white draperies filter the moonlight as it bathes their bedroom in a gentle pool of shadows. The grandfather clock in the corner groans
persistently as Mrs. Miller and her husband sleep on opposite sides of their
spacious king size bed. Their agelessly old Siamese cat purrs contentedly on
the bed between her two owners.
Mr. Miller takes a heavy breath and rolls over on his stomach, burying
his head in his two fluffy pillows.

**************
Three blocks away, on Juliet Street, a hungry Beagle overturns a trash
can in the alley, and feasts on the leftovers of that evenings meat loaf.
Towards town, down the road, two drunken poker players fight over their
last hand. One of the men is thrown down the basement stairs of the house ...
the other three men laugh gaily in drunken delight of their companion's
misfortune.
In the offices of the local newspaper, three men in loosened ties and
unbuttoned shirtsleeves debate over the contents of tomorrow's Sport's
section.
But, tonight, in the Miller's bedroom ...silence.

**************
Suddenly, the phone.
Mrs. Miller has the receiver in her hands before the other inhabitants of
the bedroom stir. She knows who it will be.
The familiar voice of their only son fills the receiver. He lives just
two blocks up the hill on Harbor Street. Since he left the house (much to the
insistence of his father) two summers ago, at the age of twenty-seven, to
marry his girlfriend, he has kept in constant communication with his mother ...
as he has since he was born. Often he would call her late at night, and talk
endlessly about his life. His mother was always ready to give him the assurance and wisdom that he so badly lusted for. Receiving her motherly warmth
was what little David lived for.
Tonight, it is the same. Troubles with his wife, Anne. Frustration
about his work at his father's insurance company. Sadness. Despair.
But Mom listens on ...patiently waiting for her son to finish so she can
pour on him her affection and support ...so he will be satisfied •..so she can
go back to sleep.

**************
She can remember those days long ago when she would walk him to school in the
morning, encouraging him to make friends. Sometimes he would come home during
school, crying, saying that they were making fun of him and teasing him. She
would put her arms around him and whisper to him, telling him what a kind,
sweet boy he is. Soon, his tears would disappear and he would be happy again.
She can remember when he joined Cub Scouts ...how he never wanted to go to
their meetings. When he did go to them, he stood alone in the corner, staring
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at all of the other kids. Soon after joining, he announced to his parents
that he was quitting Cub Scouts because it was all so "dumb" ...so "stupid."
He never went to another meeting.
And when he met Anne, his first and only girlfriend. She always called
him. They would never go out anywhere. David preferred to stay home with his
parents. They gave him money to take her out to dinner, but he rarely took
her out. She loved him anyway.

**************
Mrs. Miller waits on, as her son rambles on.
But tonight, he sounds different somehow, more intense. He was drunk, as
usual, but he sounded more urgent than usual.
Suddenly, he paused, and then continued, "Mom? Mama? You there Mom?
Good ...uh ...Mama? I've decided to do something Mama. Anne is gone again ...
who knows where she is
So I've decided ...to...kill myself
Mama ...I think ...
I don't know why not
1 have this neat little pistol that
"
With a sigh, Mrs. Miller put the phone on its hook, and quietly put on
her slippers and her bathrobe. and slipped out of the bedroom and out of the
house ...down the two blocks up Harbor Street to David's house.
The cat sleepily changes her position on the soft bed, and returns to her
deep and satisfying sleep. Mr. Miller snores softly to himself.

**************
Nearby, on the freeway, a sixteen wheel truck skids off the pavement and
into the soggy median. A State Police car calls for help and stands outside,
talking to the driver.
In town, the Pizza King manager turns the lights off and locks the doors
to his store. He climbs in his car and speeds off towards his home five miles
away.
Nearby, a resident discovers a wastebasket on fire in his kitchen and
dumps a tub full of dishwater on the blaze, dousing it completely. He sighs
in relief as he sets the empty tub back in the sink.

**************
Mrs. Miller ascends the stony sidewalk towards her son's house. The air
is humid. creating thick clouds of light around each of the street lamps over
the road. Flies and mosquitoes hover around each light.
As she reaches his house, she notices Anne's yellow Mustang is not in the
driveway. The only light on in the house is in his study off the living room.
She walks right in the house and heads for the study.
David is sitting on the floor of his study, tangled in the long telephone
cord. He thinks he is still talking to his mother. A half empty bottle of
whiskey lies on its side on the desk. Several beer cans cover the floor.
David sits in his underwear and a faded old pajama shirt ...playing with a gun
in his hands.
As he looks up at his new visitor, she lunges at him for the gun. He
yanks it away. by reflex ...and watches as his mother falls to the floor in a
heap.
Down the road, Mr. Miller turns over once again, and farts with a contented sigh.

**************
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"You didn't have to come up here, Mom. You know that don't you?"
Mrs. Miller stares intently at her son, sitting against the wall with his
legs crossed. She plots with her motherly genius ...how to calm her son again.
"Davey? Tell me about your troubles, son. Tell me all about them. Tell
me about Anne. Tell me about your work. Please. Where is Anne? Tell me why
Anne is gone, Davey."
David stares at his mother, puzzled. Soon, he begins explaining to her
what happened. He tells her about their argument, about her yelling at him ...
insulting him. He tells her about the way Anne bosses him around, tells him
what to do.
Then he tells her about his job, how he is not going to get that manager's
job for another six months or so ...how they're all out to get him because he is
the boss's son. He tells her about his supervisor who is always watching him.
He cries as he speaks ...whining.

**************
Finally, he finishes his tale. He watches his mother anxiously, awaiting
her anticipated return. Awaiting her special brand of affection and love.
"Awwwwww, c'mon Davey, it's not THAT BAD ...you know that. e'mon, close
to Mommy ..." Davey sets the gun down and crawls to his mother. She continues.
"You shouldn't let these little things bother you, Son. Anne will be
back, really. She loves you. She knows you are a fine person ...a great man.
And, and you're job. Things aren't that bad there either. Your Father tells
me that you are doing quite well, as a matter of fact. He says you are
'really getting to know the ropes. '" David looks down at the floor in his
mother's arms, listening. He has heard this speech at least seventy times in
the past two years, but he still enjoys hearing it.
"You are a decent, responsible person, David. You are friendly, sincere,
hard working, honest, and fun to be with. Everybody knows that. They talk
about what a marvelous human being you are all the time. In the supermarket,
at the laundramat ...they talk about you, Davey, how lucky I am to have a son
like you. Really."
"Really, Mum?"
"Really."
"Promise?"
"Sure. You have nothing to be ashamed of."
David looks up at his mother, with a smile on his face, and breathes a
sigh of relief. Mrs. Miller realizes that, once again, her job is done, successfully. She rises to her feet, and walks out of the room. She doesn't
look back, but she knows her son is watching her happily.
"Good night, Mama. I feel lots better now. Thanks."

**************
The grandfather clock chimes once in the bedroom, and continues ticking.

**************
Mrs. Miller slowly stumbles down the steep grade back towards her home,
and her soft bed. The moonlight provides ample light, along with the dim
streetlights above. The night is warm, and muggy ...not a night to be out for
too long.
Suddenly, a voice from behind ...the same voice.
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She turns, looks up the hill back to David's house. He is standing in
the middle of the road, under a light, with the pistol cocked and pointed at
his head. The flies hover around the light, creating flickering shadows on
the lone figure in the empty street.
Whitefaced, Mrs. Miller helplessly watches her son.
"Mom? Sorry, Mom. It's not going to work this time!" David's hand
shakes. His voice, hoarse and dry, cracks as he speaks. "It's not going to
work again, Mom! I'm sorry, it's not your fault."
"But Davey, ~ve all love ..."
A loud shot broke the stillness on Harbor Street. Only this time, Mr.
Miller is awakened, as is the cat.
Blocks away, the poker players resume their game.
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ROPE AND LUMBER
The old man sat on the porch of the house, his house, the one he had been
living in for so many years. His hands held a book, his book, the one he had
written over those years--from the day he married her until the day she left
him. His eyes stared at the pages his weathered hand turned so methodically,
one by one, page by page. The hand turned the pages while he sat and watched
them pass in front of him without the pain the real years had brought him.
The hand paused, his eyes saw the page--saw the words. His lips moved as he
read the words aloud to no one.
"She bore me two sons. The first was named Amos, after her
father. The second was given the name Benjamin, after my father.
I wished the first to be called Benjamin, but she would have none
of it."
Bitterness filled the old man's heart, his eyes looked up from the page.
He saw Benjamin coming up from the barn, Amos loading the truck. His eyes
moved to the truck, the sign painted on the door.
ICHABOD

BURROUGHS
and
SONS

LUMBER
cut to order
The old man looked back at Amos. "Ichabod Burroughs and Sons," might
just as well be "Ichabod Burroughs and Son."
"Ain't that right boy?"
Amos looked up at the man on the porch, then turned back to his work. He
looped the rope through itself and pulled it tight. The end hung limply at
the side of the truck.
"Damn, Amos! How many times do I have to tell you to pull it up tight
and then tie it off! Damn. Now the rope won't hold those boards together.
Benjamin! Come over here and tie this load up. It don't look like Amos can."
Benjamin walked up behind Amos, looked at the rope Amos held in his
hands. "Screwed it up again! You don't know your face from your ass, you
know that? You ain't never going to learn to use a piece of rope. Damn. Let
me do it. Give me the rope!"
Amos stood there with the rope in his hands. The rope that accused him
and condemned him of the crime, both in the same instant. He couldn't help it
if the rope slipped, he didn't have control over it. He couldn't~· ''Now
rope, you stay tight." He couldn't ~ that. He couldn't ~· "Do what l
tell you rope, or I'll thrash you!" People would think he was crazy if he
started talking to~ piece of rope, and he didn't want them !.2_ think that.
He'd die before he let them think that.
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The old man stepped down from the porch and walked toward the truck.
"You got that load tied up, Benjamin? I want to get to town before it gets
dark. While I'm gone, stack that new load of lumber we got that's laying by
the barn inside. Put it in the back corner, near that old feeding trough."
Amos looked at the man. Of all the corners in the barn, why that one? Why
that corner?
"Be sure that wood gets stacked!" The old man put the truck into gear
and drove off, a cloud of dust trailing him down the road.
Amos looked at Benjamin out of the corner of his eye. It was funny the
way a person could see things without really seeing them. He knew Benjamin
was there, but he couldn't tell if it were really Benjamin or just someone who
looked like him. Maybe it wasn't Benjamin, maybe it was someone else. But
Benjamin was standing there before Amos looked at him. It must be Benjamin.
"Quit looking at me that way Amos! Ain't you got nothin better to do
with your eyes than screw them up like that? Use them the way they was supposed to be used--straight ahead."
Amos kicked him. He kicked Benjamin hard in the groin. Benjamin rolled
on the ground like a snake, wriggling this way and that, groaning all the
time. "Why're you on the ground, Benjamin? You better~~· We're supposed _!:.£ stack that wood in the .... "
Amos turned and looked at the barn. In the corner. The old barn had
--been standing there for years, it was so old hardly anyone remembered exactly
when it was built. The only person Amos could think of was the Reverend; he
was the one who told Amos about the barn. There had been a picnic after the
barn was finished, the biggest feast the Reverend had ever seen. People came
from miles around to see that barn. It was a grand show.
"Come on Amos. That wood has to be in before the sun goes down. Amos!"
Bam! Right in the mouth. Bam ... Bam ... Bam ....
Amos made his way up the side of the stack carrying the last of the wood
to the top. It was a good, square stack--tight and even. Amos set the last
board in place; it was a perfect fit. The whole stack was good and sturdy.
Like ~· .. like ~ sturdy stack of wood! Amos smiled at that. Like ~ sturdy
stack of wood.
--"Amos! Grab this rope and pull it up tight. Make sure it goes around
all the boards." Amos caught the rope Benjamin threw to him and pulled it up
over the stack. Amos wrapped the end around a brace alongside one wall of the
corner and pulled it up tight. "Hold it Amos! The stack's starting to lean
some. Get down here and help me with it!"
Amos eased his hold on the rope and let it slip from his hand.
"Amos!"
Amos laughed.
"Amos!"
Amos laughed, tears filled his eyes. The old man, out of breath, stumbled into the barn. He saw the broken body buried under the pile of wood--the
body that used to be Benjamin.
"Amos! What have you done? My god; Amos what have you done?"
Amos dangled from the brace, laughing so hard his ribs ached. The ache
ran to his shoulders, then his arms, then to his hands and into his fingers.
It hurt when Amos hit the ground.
Amos sat in the cell. A man, the lawyer, walked back and forth in front
of him.
"Amos, I might be able to save you." Amos stared at the floor, his eyes
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did not move--did not blink. "Did you hear me, boy?"
Amos stared at the floor, his hand reached up to scratch an itch on his
head. .!.! was an accident. The rope slipped out of his hands. .!.! wasn't his
fault, how could he help it? He couldn't ~'
"Now rope, you stay tight." He
couldn't ~
that.
The man bent over Amos. "You're going to die if you don't come around."
Amos looked up at the lawyer. .!.! had all been an accident. No ~
understood
that except Amos and, of course, Benjamin. And Benjamin was always right.
"Amos, you're going to take some tests, sanity tests. If things go right we
can claim insanity and maybe save your neck. All you have to do is answer the
questions wrong--like you're crazy." The man looked at his watch. "I have to
go. Remember, act crazy."
Amos smiled inside the cell. He did it--he fooled them. It was so easy.
They asked him a lot of questions--questions about his life, how he felt about
this thing or that ...about Benjamin. Amos' mouth fell into a straight line.
Amos answered the questions right--not the way the lawyer told him to--but
right. The lawyer wanted to prove Amos was crazy; Amos proved he wasn't. He
heard the doctors talking to each other; they said Amos was as sane as anyone
else.
Amos smiled again.
The court room filled quickly. It seemed like everyone within a hundred
miles had come to see the trial. Amos saw men dressed up in suits and ladies
in Sunday dresses; all pleasant and smiling. The women carried baskets on
their arms; Amos could smell the food inside, could almost taste it. It was
a grand show.
Days went by and the lawyers still hollered at each other, back and
forth, back and forth. It was getting hard to tell which lawyer was which.
They were both fighting with the same words, only one would say them this way
and the other would turn those same words around and say them right back.
Amos became confused. Six days after the trial started the jury arrived at a
verdict.
Amos watched the judge take the piece of paper and open it. It was the
first thing Amos really saw during the trial. He watched as the judge let go
of it--watched as the paper floated down toward the floor. It fell in a slow
spiral, twisting and turning. Amos watched it drop--watched it hit the floor.
All he saw was the piece of paper.
It was blank.
Amos looked out the cell window into the courtyard. A small crowd stood
watching the four men who were working so hard. A small child pointed and
gave a questioning look to one of the adults. .!.! ~
funny. ~ was funny how
hard those men worked when it was only going to be used once.
Just once.
---A cloud of dust blew down the road. People scattered to get out of its
path as it came to a stop and settled where the four men worked. Amos looked
at the truck sitting there with a load of lumber on its bed. He watched as
the old man got out of the truck and walked through the crowd to the four men.
Amos's eyes went back to the truck. He looked at the sign painted on
the door.
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